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SPPS Department of Alternative Education (DAE)   

Grades 6-12 Extended Day for Learning (EDL) 2017-18 

Job Opportunities & Application Procedure  

 

BASIC INFORMATION 

 

What is Flipside? 

Flipside is the umbrella name for the combination of Extended Day for Learning (EDL) and 21st Century after 

school programs at most SPPS schools with grades 6 – 8 programs. 

 

When will EDL be held? 

EDL begins Monday, October 9 and ends on Thursday, May 10, with students attending 1.75 hours per session 2 

days per week, Monday & Wednesday, or Tuesday and Thursday.  

The EDL calendar and individual school schedules can be found at the Department of Alternative Education 

(DAE) website: http://www.spps.org/Page/3308, or on Grades 6-12 EDL Google Drive at: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bwmsf9w2afGNR1JqeFdPQk9PdVk 

 

When is the Site Leader Training? 

The DAE: EDL / Flipside Secondary Level Coordinator/Site Leader Training [DAE200-17Fall] is posted on PD 

Express and will be held on September 21st in Rm. E at 360 Colborne from 4:30 to 6:00. 

 

Does each school have EDL? 

In order for a site to have an EDL program, the minimum number of students regularly attending, (not enrolled), 

is 20. 

 

What is taught during EDL? 

All middle school students receive Math instruction (Moving With Math is the recommended curriculum), and 

Reading instruction (authentic journaling is the recommended daily activity).   

High school students receive instruction in either English language support, or 9th and 10th grade academic 

strategies for graduation preparation. 

 

What EDL job opportunities are available and how are they posted on PeopleSoft? 

A list of EDL jobs is available at this link: 

https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/131/EDL%2017-18%20K-

12_%20Job%20Positions%20and%20Reqs%20-%20%202017-18%20Revised-1.pdf 

 

How do people apply to work? 

Supported Browsers are:   

Internet Explorer versions - 7, 8 & 9 Mozilla Firefox versions - 3, 6 & 7 Safari versions - 3,4 & 5. 

 

Apply online at: https://www.spps.org/Page/3421 

 

http://www.spps.org/Page/3308
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bwmsf9w2afGNR1JqeFdPQk9PdVk
https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/131/EDL%2017-18%20K-12_%20Job%20Positions%20and%20Reqs%20-%20%202017-18%20Revised-1.pdf
https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/131/EDL%2017-18%20K-12_%20Job%20Positions%20and%20Reqs%20-%20%202017-18%20Revised-1.pdf
https://www.spps.org/Page/3421
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Current employees > log into People Soft using your User ID and Password > Main Menu> Self Service > 

Recruiting Activities> Careers, follow the tip below:  

or 

Prospective Employees, who are not currently employed in SPPS can search jobs by following the tip below: 

 

TIP: Clicking on the job number column to put job numbers in numerical order may make it easier to locate the 

position you are qualified/interested in working. 

 

Does an applicant need to attach a cover letter and resume? 

For a current SPPS employee, attaching a resume is optional. If you are asked to do so, you may attach a Word 

document noting, “I am a current SPPS employee applying for a 2017-18 EDL position.” 

A non-SPPS employee must submit a resume. 

 

Are the available EDL job positions and the amount of hours worked/paid the same at all sites? 

No, it depends on the number of students attending EDL (not enrolled). As examples: a site with fewer than 60 

students attending must have a licensed site leader who also teaches an EDL class; a building with more than 75 

students can have a clerk who may work either one hour (75-119 students attending EDL), or two hours (120+ 

students attending EDL) per session. 

 

Does EDL program staffing remain the same at sites throughout the school year? 

Should student attendance increase or decreases staffing will be adjusted by collaborative agreement between the 

EDL school site leader and the Department of Alternative Education (DAE). 

 

How do I know what EDL jobs are available in my building? 

Ask the EDL site leader in your school.  If there is no EDL site leader ask the building principal about the 

possibility of being EDL site leader in your school, and/or contact Chris Ederer, christopher.ederer@spps.org the 

secondary Teacher on Special Assignment at the SPPS Dept. of Alternative Education.  

 

LICENSED SITE LEADER 

What kind of license is required? 

Any MN teaching license for the age/grade levels of students at the site makes a person eligible to be a licensed 

site leader (i.e. 6-8 Science, K-12 Arts, K-12 ELL, 5-12 ELA). 

 

What does a site leader do? 

Site leader responsibilities can be viewed at this link: 

https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/126//Search%20Jobs%20and%20Apply/edl_site

_leader.pdf 

 

Does a site leader teach a class? 

If there are fewer than 60 students attending EDL (not enrolled), the site leader teaches.  If there are 60+ students 

attending EDL, the site leader does not.  Site leaders may need to substitute teach for absent EDL teachers. 

 

 

https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psp/HRPRDEXTSS/?cmd=login&languageCd=ENG&
https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psc/HRPRDEXTSS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL
mailto:christopher.ederer@spps.org
https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/126/Search%20Jobs%20and%20Apply/edl_site_leader.pdf
https://www.spps.org/cms/lib/MN01910242/Centricity/Domain/126/Search%20Jobs%20and%20Apply/edl_site_leader.pdf
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How many hours does a site leader work/get paid? 

A site leader works/is paid for 3.25 hours per EDL session. In addition, a site leader is paid for program set-up 

and wrap-up based on the number of students enrolled in the fall and attending in the spring.  

 

What is the hourly rate of pay for a site leader? 

$27.85 per hour. 

 

NON-LICENSED SITE LEADER 

 

What qualification does a non- licensed site leader need to have? 

A Bachelors Degree or higher AND two years of experience working in a youth or family program, or four 

consecutive years working as an EDL site leader. 

 

What does a non-licensed site leader do? 

The same duties as a licensed site leader. 

 

When is a non-licensed person hired to be an EDL non-licensed site leader? 

When a licensed person is unavailable and there are 60+ students attending (not enrolled in) the EDL program. 

 

Why can’t a site with fewer than 60 students EDL have a non- licensed site leader? 

Sites with fewer than 60 students attending EDL need a licensed teacher who can teach EDL students. 

 

How many hours does a non- licensed site leader work/get paid? 

The same as a licensed site leader. 

 

What is the hourly rate of pay for a non- licensed site leader? 

$22.00 per hour. 

 

EDL LICENSED TEACHER 

 

Must an EDL teacher be licensed? 

No, follow this link for a description of qualifications for EDL Non-Licensed Instructor Secondary 2017-18  

https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psc/HRPRDEXTSS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL?& 

 

How many hours does an EDL teacher work/get paid? 

EDL teachers work with students for 1.75 hours per session and are paid 2.25 hours (30 minutes for prep/staff 

meetings). 

 

What is the hourly rate of pay for licensed teachers? 

$27.85 per hour. 

 

 

 

https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psc/HRPRDEXTSS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL?&
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NON-LICENSED INSTRUCTOR 

 

When is a non-licensed instructor hired? 

When a licensed person is unavailable and/or when the non-licensed person has a specialized skill or talent. 

 

What qualification does a non- licensed instructor need to have? 

Follow this link for a description of qualifications for EDL Non-Licensed Instructor Secondary 2017-18  

https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psc/HRPRDEXTSS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL?& 

 

What does a non-licensed instructor do? 

A non-licensed instructor can lead a standards-based class, in collaboration with a licensed teacher or site leader, 

utilizing his/her specialized skill or talent. 

 

How many hours does a non-licensed instructor work/get paid? 

Non-licensed instructors work with students for 1.75 hours per session and are paid 2.25 hours (30 minutes for 

prep/staff meetings). 

 

What is the hourly rate of pay for non-licensed teachers? 

$22.00 per hour. 

 

PARAPROFESSIONAL 

 

How many paraprofessionals are hired per site? 

One paraprofessional is hired for every 80 students who attend EDL (not enroll). 

 

Does an EDL paraprofessional have to be an SPPS paraprofessional during the current school year? 

Preferred, the paraprofessional applicant pool must be exhausted before non-SPPS applicants are considered. 

 

What does an EDL paraprofessional do? 

Duties vary and may include: work with students, assist teachers, work in the snack/bus area(s). 

 

How many hours does a paraprofessional work/get paid? 

A full time paraprofessional works/gets paid for 1.75 hours; a half time paraprofessional works/gets paid for 1 

hour. 

 

What is the hourly rate of pay for current SPPS paraprofessionals? 

Current SPPS paraprofessionals get paid the contracted hourly rate, as specified in the contracted labor 

agreement with SPPS schools.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://pswl4.spps.org:8143/psc/HRPRDEXTSS/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/HRS_HRAM.HRS_CE.GBL?&
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EDL CLERK 

 

When is an EDL Clerk hired for a site? 

Sites with 75+ students attending EDL (not enrolled) qualify to have an EDL Clerk; a site with fewer than 75 

students attending EDL does not qualify for an EDL Clerk. 

 

Q. Does an EDL Clerk have to be an SPPS Clerk during the daytime? 

A. Preferred, the clerk applicant pool must be exhausted before non-SPPS applicants are considered. 

 

Q. How many hours does a clerk work/get paid? 

A. Clerks work/get paid for one hour per EDL session at sites with 75-119 students attending EDL (not enrolled) 

and two hours for sites with 120+ students. In addition, the EDL clerk is paid prior to the start of EDL to enroll 

students on CAMPUS; pay is based on how many students are being enrolled at the site. 

 

Q. What is the hourly rate of pay for current SPPS clerks? 

A. Current SPPS clerks get paid the contracted hourly rate, as specified in the contracted labor agreement with 

SPPS schools. 

 

LINKS 

 

Dept. of Alternative Education Extended Day website: http://www.spps.org/Page/3308 

 

Curriculum Website Grades 6-12 EDL: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bwmsf9w2afGNR1JqeFdPQk9PdVk 

 

http://www.spps.org/Page/3308
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bwmsf9w2afGNR1JqeFdPQk9PdVk

